Bidirectional gene pairs have biological significance in both mammalian and plant systems; they function in basic biological processes in humans, including DNA repair, cell cycle, housekeeping, metabolic pathways and human diseases[@b1][@b2][@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11][@b12]. Similarly, plant BDPs function in the regulation of important agricultural traits[@b13][@b14][@b15][@b16][@b17][@b18]. The transcription of bidirectional protein-coding gene pairs arranged with in a head-to-head orientation is controlled by bidirectional promoters (BDPs), which have been intensively investigated in eukaryotic genomes, ranging from yeast[@b19][@b20], *Drosophila*[@b21], and humans[@b5][@b22] to plants[@b23][@b24]. Compared to unidirectional promoters (UDPs), more enriched RNA PolII binding; acetylation at H3, H3K9 and H3K27; and methylation at H3K4me2/3 were observed in human BDPs[@b25][@b26]; in contrast,H4 acetylation was less enriched[@b27], indicating that BDPs may possess unique characteristic chromatin features that are responsible for the regulation of human BDPs.

With the release of whole-genome sequencing and transcriptomic data in plants, plant BDPs have already received considerable attention. So far, BDPs have been investigated in *Arabidopsis*[@b5][@b28][@b29][@b30], rice[@b23], maize[@b24] and *Populus*[@b23]. The sequence features are well conserved between mammalian and plant genomes[@b23][@b28][@b31][@b32]. However, it remains unclear the epigenetic mechanisms for the bidirectional transcription and coexpression of gene pairs in plants.

In this study, we integrated DNase-seq, RNA-seq, ChIP-seq and nucleosome positioning data and investigated the effect of DNase I hypersensitive sites (DHSs) on the transcription of rice BDPs. We found that the physical position of a DHS relative to the TSS of bidirectional gene pairs can affect the expression of the corresponding genes: the closer a DHS is to the TSS, the higher is the expression level of the genes. Most importantly, we observed that the DHS distribution plays a significant role in the regulation of transcription and the coexpression of gene pairs, possibly mediated by orchestrating the positioning of histone marks and canonical nucleosomes around BDPs.

Results
=======

Distribution of DNaseI hypersensitive sites in rice BDPs
--------------------------------------------------------

In this study, we identified a total of 290, 294 and 627 gene pairs corresponding to the BDP sizes of 0--250 bp (BDPs I), 250--500 bp (BDPII) and 500--1000 bp (BDPsIII), respectively, using the updated version 7.0 released from the Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR) rice (subsp. *Japonica*), containing a total of 55,801 annotated genes.

DNaseI hypersensitive sites (DHSs) are considered as markers to identify cis-regulatory elements (CREs), such as promoters and enhancers[@b33][@b34][@b35][@b36]. To profile DHSs within rice BDPs, we plotted normalized DNase-seq reads across BDPs and performed DH peak calling. According to the distribution of DHSs, we divided BDPs into four categories: one single-DHS located almost in the middle of a BDP (**one mid-DHS**); one single-DHS located closer to one gene than the other (**one amesial DHS**); two DHSs located in a BDP (**bi-DHSs**) and no detectable DHS (**no DHS**) ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The percentage of one mid-DHS dramatically decreased from BDPs I to BDPs III (78.27% in BDPs I vs. 4.31% in BDPs III) ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, the percentage of the other three DHS categories increased from BDPs I to BDPs III, even though the difference between one amesial DHS and no DHS in BDPsII and III was subtle ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}).

To verify whether one DHS truly represents a functional BDP responsible for the transcription of bidirectional gene pairs, we performed rice leaf protoplast-based transient transformation using GFP as a reporter gene. We observed the green GFP signal from the inserted vector, regardless of its conformation (forward or reverse) ([Supplementary Fig. S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).We randomly selected five BDPs containing one DHS, four of which were experimentally verified as BDPs. When combined with 7 experimentally verified rice BDPs containing one DHS[@b31], 10 of the 12 (83%) were BDPs and only two were UDPs ([Supplementary Table S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), possibly due to the existence of an insulator or repressor blocking the promoter activity in the other direction or they actually function as UDPs.

Taken together, DHS profiling combined with transient validation demonstrates that BDPs consist of either one promoter functioning in bidirectional transcription or two individual unidirectional promoters physically located close to each other but functionally control the transcription of the corresponding downstream gene.

Effect of DHSs on the expression of bidirectional gene pairs
------------------------------------------------------------

DHSs usually harbor functional CREs, which are responsible for the regulation of gene expression across eukaryotic genomes. From the relationship between BDPs and the expression level of the corresponding gene pairs ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), we found that the expression level of gene pairs in BDPs I was significantly higher than that of gene pairs from the other two BDPs II (*p*-value \< 2.2e-16 for BDPs II and *p*-value \< 2.2e-16 for BDPs III, K-S test) and randomly selected unidirectional genes (*p*-value \< 2.2e-16, K-S test). Additionally, the expression level of gene pairs in BDPs II was significantly higher than that of gene pairs from randomly selected unidirectional genes (*p*-value = 0.04971, K-S test), but there was no significant difference between BDPs III and UDPs, or between BDPsII and BDPsIII ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). This result indicates that the expression of bidirectional gene pairs decreases with the increased intergenic distance among three BDPs. We then investigated the effect of the physical position of DHSs relative to the TSS of bidirectional gene pairs on the expression of the corresponding genes. Clearly decreasing expression was observed from gene pairs with one mid-DHS having the highest expression (mean of FPKM value is 10.11) to gene pairs with no DHS having the lowest expression (mean of FPKM value is 0.00) ([Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, no significant difference in expression level was observed in gene pairs containing either one mid-DHS or bi-DHSs; in BDPs containing one amesial DHS, however, the expression level of the gene located proximal to the DHS was significantly higher than that of the counterpart located distal to the DHS (*p*-value \< 2.2e-16, K-S test) ([Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). It seems that gene expression is highly associated with the physical position of DHSs relative to the TSS of the corresponding gene. To verify whether this phenomenon also exists in unidirectional genes genome-wide, we first extracted all of the expressed unidirectional genes; we then grouped all of these genes according to the physical position of the DHS relative to the TSS of the corresponding genes separated by every 100 bp and analyzed the expression level of genes within each group based on the FPKM value of each gene. We randomly selected 1000 genes regardless of the physical position of the DHS relative to TSS of the genes and analyzed the expression levels as a control ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). We finally investigated the relationship between the physical position of a DHS relative to the TSS of genes and the expression level of the corresponding genes. In general, we found that unidirectional genes with one DHS located 1 kb upstream of TSS displayed significantly higher expression than did randomly selected genes ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Compared to randomly selected genes, the K-S test showed *p*-value \< 2.2e-16 and *p*-value = 4.439e-05 for genes with DHSs located 100 bp and 1000 bp away from TSS, respectively. Strikingly, genes with a DHS located less than 300 bp from TSS showed significantly higher expression than did others; the highest expression level was found in genes with a DHS located 100 bp from TSS (mean of FPKM: 12.52) ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Compared to genes with a DHS located 1000 bp from TSS, the K-S test showed *p*-value \< 2.2e-16 and *p*-value = 1.981e-06 for genes with DHSs located 100 bp and 300 bp from TSS, respectively. Thus, genes with a DHS located less than 200 bp from TSS show a higher expression level than did others (both UDP and BDPs genes). These results demonstrate that the physical position of DHSs relative to the TSS of genes can affect the expression of the corresponding genes: the closer a DHS is to the TSS, the higher is the expression level of the genes. This result indicates that different regulation modes may exist for the regulation of gene expression associated with proximal and distal promoters within the genome.

Effect of DHSs on the coexpression of bidirectional gene pairs
--------------------------------------------------------------

To analyze the coexpression of bidirectional gene pairs, we extracted 11 gene expression datasets from the Rice Genome Annotation Project ([Supplementary Table S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) (<http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/expression.shtml>) to calculate the Pearson correlation coefficients. We then categorized bidirectional gene pairs in terms of their intergenic interval as 100 bp and analyzed the percentage of co-expressed gene pairs separated by every 100 bp interval ([Supplementary Table S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we observed that the percentage of co-expressed gene pairs was higher in BDPs with intergenic distances of less than 300 bp, which surprisingly contain the highest percentage of one mid-DHS ([Supplementary Table S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This result agrees with the strongest coexpression levels found in gene pairs separated by 200 bp ([Supplementary Fig. S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We suspected that the physical position of a DHS relative to the TSS of bidirectional genes may affect the expression mode of bidirectional gene pairs. To test this hypothesis, we conducted a correlation analysis between DHS distribution and the coexpression of bidirectional gene pairs. Compared to randomly selected unidirectional genes, we indeed observed that the coexpression of bidirectional gene pairs was highly correlated with BDPs containing either one mid-DHS (*p*-value = 4.44e-11, K-S test) or bi-DHSs (*p*-value = 9.85e-05, K-S test), but no significant correlation was observed in BDPs containing one amesial DHS ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). When comparing one mid-DHS, bi-DHSs and one amesial DHS, a significant correlation was observed in BDPs containing one mid-DHS and one amesial DHS (*p*-value = 4.66e-04, K-S test) ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). These analyses indicate that the physical position of a DHS relative to the TSS of bidirectional genes might affect the coexpression of bidirectional gene pairs.

To investigate the functional consequences of BDPs containing different physical positions of DHSs, we further performed a GO analysis (data not shown) and found that gene pairs containing different locations of DHSs function in different biological functions. For example, bidirectional gene pairs with one amesial DHS, bi-DHSs and one mid-DHS are associated with GO terms with functions in cytoplasm; gene expression, intracellular part and cytoplasm; as well as cell part and intracellular part, respectively. This pattern is especially true in gene pairs without detectable DHSs that are mainly responsible for apoptosis and for the transport and localization of lipids, indicating that gene pairs with DHSs in the same position have similar associated GO terms. Thus, all of the above analyses demonstrate that the physical position of a DHS relative to the TSS of bidirectional genes plays a significant role in the regulation of gene pairs' transcription and coexpression.

Effect of DHSs on nucleosome positioning
----------------------------------------

In eukaryotes, local or global changes in chromatin structure mediated by nucleosome remodeling or histone modifications result in the presence or absence of open chromatins, which are hypersensitive to DNaseI cleavage (DHSs). Chromatin changes directly or indirectly affect a series of biological processes, including transcription, replication and repair[@b37]. The effect of chromatin remodeling on the coexpression of gene pairs has been observed in yeast[@b38]. To determine whether there exists an interplay between DHSs and nucleosome positioning in BDPs, we examined the effect of the physical position of DHSs on the nucleosome positioning around BDPs. Well-oscillated nucleosomes symmetrically flanked BDPs with one mid-DHS and bi-DHSs and further extended to the corresponding gene body ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the highest amplitude of nucleosome was found in BDPs with one mid-DHS. Interestingly, nucleosomes around BDPs with one amesial DHS were more positioned to the side proximal to the DHS than to that distal to the DHS, displaying DHS-mediated nucleosome positioning ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, a significant effect of DHS on the positioning of modified nucleosomes was observed in active histone marks (acetylation at H3K4/K9/K27 and H4K12 and methylation at H3K4/K36) ([Fig. 5a--f](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Fig. S5d](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}),which favor gene transcription, but there was almost no effect on the positioning of the repressive mark-methylation atH3K27/K9 ([Supplementary Fig. S5a--c](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which disfavors gene transcription. Thus, combined with the findings above that the coexpression of bidirectional gene pairs was highly associated with BDPs containing either one mid-DHS (*p*-value = 4.44e-11, K-S test) or bi-DHSs (*p*-value = 9.85e-05, K-S test), these results indicate that DHSs play significant roles in the regulation of transcription and the coexpression of gene pairs, possibly mediated by orchestrating the positioning of histone marks and canonical nucleosomes around BDPs.

Discussion
==========

DHS sensitivity is directly correlated with the expression level of unidirectional genes in eukaryotic genomes[@b33][@b36]. However, the relationship between DHSs and the expression of bidirectional gene pairs is still unclear. In this study, rice gene pairs with BDPs containing either one mid-DHS or bi-DHSs display a significant coexpression level compared to that of randomly selected UDPs and one amesial DHS-BDPs, indicating that the physical position of DHSs within rice BDPs affects the transcription mode of bidirectional gene pairs. The symmetric position of DHSs within a promoter region may be a key player in the coregulation of bidirectional gene pairs. DHSs in the promoter region usually harbor cis-regulatory elements for the binding of RNA polymerase II and other transcription machinery, and are thus involved in the regulation of the gene transcription[@b39]. We speculate that the symmetric distribution of DHSs (either one-mid DHS or bi-DHSs) within rice BDPs play two possible roles in the coregulation of gene pairs. One role is that the presence of DHSs represents the open chromatin region, which may simultaneously facilitate the expression of gene pairs. The other role is that gene pairs may be controlled by the same transcriptional machinery with bi-directionally equal efficiency due to sharing the same regulatory elements. Similar chromatin structure-based mechanisms responsible for the coregulation of gene pairs have been reported in the mammalian genome[@b22][@b40]. On the other hand, bidirectional promoters are identified based on expressed adjacent gene pairs, which are organized in a divergent fashion and physically separated by less than a 1 kb interval, but *in vitro* transient transformation results showed that about 17% of them unexpectedly function as UDP inducing unidirectional expression of the reporter gene. We suspected the possible reasons as below: first the expression of gene pairs is possibly regulated by different distal cis-elements, thus the absence of related cis elements in the tested DNA fragment can affect the expression of the corresponding gene resulting in unidirectional expression. Deletion based verification demonstrates that the presence of cis-elements, like enhancers, repressors or insulators, is essential for the function of rice BDPs[@b31]. Secondly, we can not exclude the possibility that some of BDPs are misclassified and function as real UDPs. Thus, it is necessary to validate any of predicted BDPs before further application or analysis of them.

The involvement of nucleosome positioning on gene expression or the evolution of gene regulation has been intensively studied in eukaryotes[@b41][@b42][@b43][@b44][@b45][@b46][@b47][@b48]. However, little is known about the effect of chromatin organization on the regulation of coexpressed gene pairs in plants. At the chromatin level, well-oscillated nucleosomes are symmetrically distributed around rice BDPs, which contain either one mid-DHS or bi-DHSs; in particular, −1 and +1 nucleosomes are highly phased in BDPs with one mid-DHS or bi-DHSs. In contrast, in BDPs with one amesial DHS, a higher occupancy of well- positioned nucleosomes was only present in the gene with the TSS closer to the DHS than to the other side. A similar DHS-directed positioning occurs in active histone marks. Interestingly, the expression level of rice gene pairs is closely related to the positioning and occupancy of nucleosomes around rice BDPs, which contain either one mid-DHS, bi-DHSs or one amesial DHS. Similarly, the occupancy and positioning of active marks instead of repressive marks display a high association with rice gene expression genome-wide ([Supplementary Fig. S6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results indicate that the presence of well-positioned nucleosomes around rice BDPs may facilitate the expression of the corresponding (co)expressed genes, possibly mediated by the regulation of transcription initiation or elongation. Histone modifications affect the binding of transcription factors in DHSs[@b49], and the chromatin structure plays a key role in regulating the expression of clustered genes in mammalians[@b40][@b50]. A possible mechanism for the effect of histone modification on gene expression has been proposed in mammalian and yeast genomes. It has been proposed that gene transcription can be regulated either at the initiation step or during the elongation process[@b51][@b52]. Both steps can be influenced by histone marks residing in the promoter and gene body regions[@b53]. The promoter-related active marks H3K4me3 and H3K9/K14 ac and the gene-body-related active mark H3K36me3 are associated with transcription initiation and elongation in the mammalian and yeast genomes[@b54][@b55][@b56], respectively, possibly by affecting Pol II movement along chromatin directly or indirectly[@b57][@b58][@b59]. Thus, active marks that are enriched either at the transcription initiation step (H3K4me3 and acetylation at H3K4/K9/K27 and H4K12) or at the elongation step (H3K36me3) may coordinate the presence of stalled or elongating RNA polymerase II.

Rice BDPs only containing a symmetric presence of DHS are flanked by well-positioned canonical and active mark (H3K4me3, H3K36me3, acetylation at H3K27/4/9 and H4K12ac)-related nucleosomes, indicating that the physical position of DHSs plays a significant role in the positioning of canonical nucleosomes and active marks around rice BDPs, thereby facilitating the expression of the corresponding (co)expressed genes. Orchestration between DHSs and nucleosome positioning has been previously characterized in rice[@b60], and DHSs flanked by well- positioned nucleosomes have been observed in rice, *Arabidopsis* and human genomes[@b48][@b60]. Because the positioning of nucleosomes around rice BDPs is closely related to the physical distance between the DHSs and TSS of the genes, we speculate that the binding of RNA polymerase II and other transcription machinery to DHSs may be a key determinant for the nucleosome positioning of canonical or active marks in rice BDPs. Transcription factors, chromatin remodelers and RNA polymerase play key roles in the positioning of nucleosomes in yeast and humans[@b48][@b61][@b62]. The binding of basal transcription factor-like pre-initiation complexes to the core promoter may help to initiate and maintain a well-positioned +1 nucleosome in yeast[@b63][@b64]. In human CD4 + T cells, either stalled Pol II or elongating Pol II is associated with the presence of a +1 nucleosome located within a certain distance downstream of TSS[@b42]. Elongating Pol II machinery can establish a nucleosome array in coding regions in yeast[@b65]. Thus, the effect of DHSs on the positioning of nucleosomes may be mediated by the recruitment of transcription machinery, including transcription factor, chromatin remodeler and Pol II.

Combined with coexpression associated with one mid-DHS and bi-DHSs, we conclude that the symmetric presence of a well-positioned canonical nucleosome, as well as active histone mark may create chromatin structures favoring the coexpression of gene pairs. On the other hand, we first found that the closer a DHS is to the TSS, the higher is the expression level of the genes, which was observed in 83.7% of gene pairs associated with BDPs containing one amesial DHS ([Supplementary Fig. S5e](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and unidirectional genes ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, our results demonstrate that the physical position of DHSs plays a significant role in the expression and coregulation of gene pairs, which may be achieved by orchestrating the positioning of canonical nucleosomes and active histone marks around BDPs.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Collection of rice seedlings
----------------------------

Rice cultivar "Nipponbare" seeds were germinated and grown in a greenhouse. Two-week-old rice seedlings were collected for the ChIP-seq experiments below.

Identification of bidirectional promoters in rice
-------------------------------------------------

Rice (*Oryza sativa*, subsp *japonica*) genomic sequence and annotation datasets were extracted from the Rice Genome Annotation Database at TIGR (<http://www.tigr.org/tdb/e2k1/osa1>). Bidirectional gene pairs with head-to-head orientation were identified. The intergenic regions between the TSS of each gene pair were designated as bidirectional promoters (BDPs). BDPs were classified into three categories: 0--250 bp (BDPs I), 250--500 bp (BDPs II) and 500--1000 bp (BDPs III). All of the gene pairs that were annotated as protein-coding genes were included for the downstream analysis. For comparison, unidirectional promoters (UDPs) were selected from unidirectional genes with expression levels similar to those of the bidirectional gene pairs for parallel analyses with BDPs. To identify DHSs located with BDPs, we first performed DHSs peak calling used F-seq software described by Boyle *et al.*[@b66]. We then used Perl script to analyze the relative position of DH peaks within each type of BDP. According to the profile of DHSs within BDPs, we grouped all rice BDPs into four categories: one mid-DHS, which indicates only one DH peak located near in the middle of BDPs; bi-DHSs, which indicates two separate or partially overlapping DHS peaks located within BDPs; one amesial DHS, which indicates only one DH peak asymmetrically located within BDPs; and no DHS, which indicates no DH peak identified within BDPs.

Isolation of protoplasts from rice leave
----------------------------------------

We isolated the protoplasts following a published protocol with minor modifications[@b67]. Specifically, germinated rice seeds (*Oryza sativa L.*) cultivar Nipponbare were sown in soil and grown in a growth chamber with a photoperiod of 13 h of light at 26 °C and 11 h of darkness at 22 °C for 7--10 days. Green stem and sheath tissues from 80--100 rice seedlings were cut into approximately 0.5-mm strips using sharp razors. The cut strips were immediately transferred into 50-ml corning tube containing 10 ml of enzyme solution (1.5% Cellulase "Onozuka" R-10 (Yakult Pharmaceuticals, Tokyo); 0.75% Macerozyme^®^R-10 (Yakult Pharmaceuticals, Tokyo), 0.6 M mannitol; 10 mM MES, pH 5.7; 10 mM CaCl~2~; and 0.1%BSA) and underwent a vacuum treatment. After 30 min, the tube was carefully removed and placed on shaker at 50 rpm for 5--6 h in the dark for enzyme digestion. After enzyme digestion, 1 volume of W5 solution (154 mM NaCl, 125 mM CaCl~2~, 5 mM KCl and 2 mM MES, pH 5.7) was added, followed by shaking for an additional 10 min. Protoplasts were released by filtering through 35 μm nylon mesh into 50 ml round-bottom tubes. The pellets containing protoplasts were collected by centrifugation at 150 g for 2 min with a swing bucket. After washing once with W5 solution, the pellets were re-suspended using MMG solution (0.6 M mannitol, 15 mM MgCl~2~ and 4 mM MES, pH 5.7) and placed on ice for 30 min. After centrifuging at 150 g for 2 min, the pellets were re-suspended at a concentration of 2 × 10^6^ cells per milliliter using MMG solution, and the cells were counted using a hematocytometer. Unless otherwise stated, all of the above isolation processes were performed at room temperature.

Plasmid vector preparation
--------------------------

In this study, all of the modified recombinant plasmids were derived from the pJIT163-hGFP vector ([Supplementary Fig. S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which contains a 35S promoter flanked by unique KpnI and HindIII restriction sites. The putative BDPs containing one DHS were amplified from rice genomic DNA using DNA oligos containing KpnI (5′ GGTAC\^C 3′) and HindIII (5′ A\^AGCTT 3′) restriction sites at either the 5′ or 3′ ends ([Supplementary Table S5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The amplified DNA fragment was recovered from a 1.5% agarose gel. The purified DNA candidate and purified vector DNA were sequentially trimmed using KpnI (**Cat\#:**1068A, Takara) and HindIII (**Cat\#:**1060A, Takara), respectively. The double enzyme-cleaved DNA fragment and vector were put together for ligation using ligase (Cat\#: C112-01, Vazyme) at 37 °C for 30 min. The ligated products were separated and recovered from a 1.5% agarose gel. Purified ligated vectors containing either the forward or reverse insertion of BDPs in the replacement of the original 35S promoter were used for downstream protoplast transfection.

Protoplast transfection
-----------------------

We conducted PEG-mediated transfection as previously described with minor modifications[@b68]. Generally, 10 μg of each recombinant plasmid DNA was mixed with 100 μL protoplasts in a 2 ml round bottom tube, and 110 μl of freshly prepared PEG solution \[40% (W/V) PEG 4000, 0.4 M mannitol and 0.1 M CaCl~2~\] was added. After gentle mixing, the mixture was incubated at room temperature for 20 min in the dark, and 800 μl of W5 solution was slowly added. The resulting solution was gently inverted several times to mix well, immediately followed by centrifugation at 150 g for 2 min. The protoplasts pellets were gently re-suspended in 500 μl of W5 solution. Finally, transfected protoplasts were cultured in the dark at room temperature for 16--20 h. GFP signals were observed and photographed under fluorescent microscopy.

Data analysis
-------------

All of the analyzed datasets are summarized in the [Supplementary Table S6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

### DNase-seq

Published DNase-seq datasets from seedlings were downloaded from NCBI (GSM655033)[@b36]. A DNaseI hypersensitive site (DHS) dataset from seedling tissue was computationally analyzed using a previously described pipeline[@b66]. Normalized DNase-seq reads were plotted across all of the BDPs identified above for DHS peak calling. The existence of DHSs was used to indicate the presence of potential individual promoter within BDPs.

### RNA-seq

We downloaded publicly available RNA-seq datasets generated from seedlings (GSM655033)[@b36]. The expression value (FPKM) of bidirectional gene pairs was calculated using previously described approaches[@b36].

### ChIP-seq

We generated the following ChIP-seq datasets, H3K4ac (Millipore, 07-539), H3K9ac (Millipore, 07-352), H3K27ac (Abcam, ab4729), H3K27me3 (Millipore, 07-449), H3K9me1 (Millipore, 07-395) and H3K9me3 (Millipore, 07-442) from seedlings using a previously described method[@b36]. We downloaded four previously characterized ChIP-seq datasets from seedlings (H3K4me3, GSM489075; H3K4me2, GSM658110; H3K36me3, GSM658111 and H4K12ac; GSM658112). All of the ChIP-seq datasets were analyzed using a previously described pipeline. Normalized ChIP-seq reads were plotted across all of the bidirectional gene pairs and randomly selected unidirectional genes as controls for profiling the chromatin features of histone marks associated with bidirectional gene pairs.

### MNase-seq

We download the MNase-seq datasets from seedlings (NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA), SRP045236) and analyzed the MNase-seq data using a previously described pipeline[@b69]. Normalized MNase-seq reads were plotted across all of the bidirectional gene pairs for profiling nucleosome positioning associated with bidirectional gene pairs.

Coexpression analysis
---------------------

Eleven expression datasets were derived from the Rice Genome Annotation Project (<http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/expression.shtml>). The raw data were extracted from the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) ([Supplementary Table S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Sequencing reads were mapped to version 7 pseudo-molecules using TopHat[@b70]. The expression abundances for RNA-seq libraries were calculated with Cufflinks[@b71]. The presence/absence of expression values were assigned for digital gene expression (DGE) libraries. For Pearson correlations, the FPKM values of bidirectional gene pairs were used for matrix analysis. Genes with FPKM = 0 across all libraries were not included for analysis. The PCCs (Pearson correlation coefficients) were calculated for each pair of bidirectional genes using a customized Perl script. For comparison, we randomly selected 1000 non-adjacent gene pairs to calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient.

Significance test
-----------------

To determine whether gene expression, histone marks and nucleosome occupancy differed significantly between BDPs and UDPs, we performed a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test.

We first normalized the reads count distributed within BDP or UDP regions, including 1 kb downstream of TSS and promoter regions, to profile nucleosome positioning (MNase-seq reads) and histone marks. The region between TSSs was selected for BDPs, and 1 kb upstream of a TSS was chosen for UDPs. Briefly, after the identification of all of the uniquely mapped reads, we equally split the region 1 kb downstream of the TSS of BDPs and promoter or 1 kb downstream of the TSS of UDPs into 20 sliding windows with 50 bp per window. We then calculated the number of reads within a specific sliding window divided by the length of the sliding window (bp) and the number of reads within the mapped genome (million). The cumulative sum of BDPs or UDPs per sliding window was divided into the number of BDPs or UDPs that we analyzed. The midpoint of each mapped reads was used to define its position in the rice genome.

For the significance test of the difference in histone markers and nucleosome occupancy between BDPs and UDPs, we calculated the normalized reads count associated with each bidirectional gene pair and selected 1000 UDPs as controls, which are distributed either across the whole gene body or within the highest peak ranging from 100 bp to 150 bp downstream of TSS. R was used for all of the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests within groups, and "two.sided" was selected as the alternative hypothesis. The output of a two-tailed *p*-value less than 0.05 was considered as a significant difference between two samples.

Data Submission
---------------

The ChIP-seq datasets has been deposited in the NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/>) under the accession no. **GSE79033**.
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![Comparison of the expression level of gene pairs.\
FPKM values were used to indicate the expression level of each gene pair. A significance test was performed using a two-sample K-S test to indicate whether the expression level between two samples differed significantly. The X-axes show both BDP genes and UDPs control in (**a)**, BDPs with a different physical position of DHS relative to the TSS of BDP genes in (**b)**, and genes with a higher FPKM (+) and a lower FPKM (−) associated with BDPs with a different DHS distribution in **(c)**; the Y-axes are log scale with FPKM +1 values. (**a**) Comparison of gene pairs in each BDP. \*\*p \< 2.2e-16 and \*p \< 0.05. (**b**) Comparison of gene pairs associated with BDPs containing different DHS distributions. \*\*p \< 1e-11 and \*p \< 0.05. (**c**) Comparison between genes with a higher FPKM (+) and lower FPKM (−) associated with BDPs with different DHS distributions. The positive sign "**+**" represents a higher FPKM; the negative sign "−" represents a lower FPKM. The expression level of genes located proximal to the DHS peak is significantly higher than that of genes e located distal to the DHS peak (\*\*p \< 2.2e-16).](srep32088-f1){#f1}

![The relationship between the distance of DHS to TSS and gene expression.\
All of the genes with one DHS peak located within 1 kb of the TSS were selected to compare their expression levels. The distance between the DHS peak and TSS was calculated from the midpoint of the DHS peak to the TSS. The X-axes show the distance from the DHS peak to the TSS at every 100 bp intervals; the Y-axes are log scale with FPKM +1 values. A statistical analysis was performed using two-sample K-S test, where \*\*p \< 0.001.](srep32088-f2){#f2}

![Effect of the DHS profile on the coexpression of bidirectional gene pairs.\
The presence of DHS within BDPs was classified into three categories according to its physical distance relative to the TSS of the genes: one mid-DHS, bi-DHSs, and one amesial-DHS. Then, 1000 randomly selected UDP genes were used as controls. The Pearson correlation coefficient was used to indicate the coexpression of bidirectional genes, as calculated from all of the gene pairs using the absolute expression value. Statistical analysis was provided by a two-sample K-S test, where \*\*p \< 0.001.](srep32088-f3){#f3}

![Profile of nucleosome positioning around BDPs containing the different physical distances of DHS relative to the TSS of genes.\
Bidirectional gene pairs with higher and lower FPKM values were aligned on the right and left sides of BDPs, respectively. The normalized MNase-seq reads count representing the nucleosome positioning was calculated by the numbers of reads per base pair in a genomic region per million reads. The X-axes show the relative distance of BDPs (bp); The Y-axes show normalized MNase-seq reads counts (read number per base pair in a genomic region per million reads) within ±1 kb of the TSS. Paired-end MNase-seq reads were used to profile the nucleosome positioning after normalization. The bottom diagram indicates the direction of different expression levels from each gene pair: the highly expressed genes (higher FPKM values) are located on the right side, and the lowly expressed genes (lower FPKM values) are located on the left side.](srep32088-f4){#f4}

![Effect of DHS on the positioning of active histone marks.\
Effect of the physical position of a DHS relative to the TSS of genes on the positioning of parts of active marks: (**a**) H3K4ac, (**b**) H4K12ac, (**c**) H3K9ac, (**d**) H3K27ac, (**e**) H3K36me3 and (**f**) H3K4me3. The X-axes in (**a**--**f**) show the relative distance of BDPs (bp); the Y-axes in (**a**--**f**) show normalized ChIP-seq reads counts (read number per base pair in a genomic region per million reads) within ±1 kb of the TSS. In general, ChIP-seq reads counts of histone marks H3K27ac (**5d**) and H3K36me3 (**5e**) are relatively lower than others. We used different y-axis scales in both plots to better visualize the profile of both marks distributed among bidirectional promoters containing different DHSs.](srep32088-f5){#f5}

###### Distribution of DHSs within BDPs.

  BDPS        one mid-DHS    one amesial DHS     bi-DHSs        no DHS      Total
  ---------- -------------- ----------------- -------------- ------------- -------
  BDPs-I      227 (78.27%)     22 (7.59%)       10 (3.45%)    31(10.69%)     290
  BDPs-II     74 (25.17%)      92 (31.29%)     36 (12.24%)    92(31.29%)     294
  BDPs-III     27 (4.31%)     237 (37.80%)     158 (25.20%)   205(32.70%)    627
